Lady Midnight
Chapters 15-17
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ACROSS
1 Gwyn must yield authority to anyone who steals this
2 Emma was sucked through this into the ocean
3 Ty wants to put this on top of his snack
7 Kit has this color hair
8 Mark does not know how to do this
9 Ty attacks this person
12 The Queen of the Seelies can be deprived of her power if this is stolen
13 Emma says she is going to see this person, but is really going to the
convergence
18 Julian choked on this
21 Emma thinks she is messing up as one of these
23 Dru has chocolate milk with ______ and Pepsi in it
24 This was on the kitchen windows after Mark was done babysitting
26 To Emma, her closet was like this to her parents
27 The Blackthorn manor was rebuilt near this manor
29 Mark talked/kissed someone in this room at the Lottery
30 Johnny Rook lives in this neighborhood
33 Johnny Rook doesn’t keep secrets, he ____ them
35 At her parabatai ceremony Emma learned that she is not the last of
these
36 The only thing that makes Julian angry
37 Sterling wore this type of suit
41 Sterling has this many days of freedom after being chosen
42 Emma dropped this in the ocean
44 Emma wants to trade this for knowledge from Johnny
46 Mark and Emma are alike because the ____ calls to them
47 Emma’s middle name
48 The leader of the proceedings of the Lottery, ﬁrst and last name
49 Jace points out this constellation to Clary
50 Boys who danced well, ______ well
51 Mark texts Julian that this person has disappeared

52 Diego gave these to Cristina that she had dropped
53 The Followers get stronger due to _______ magic
DOWN
1 Tessa tells Emma that she had seen this object many years ago
3 Mark compares Cristina to this, as a daughter of an old
Shadowhunter family
4 Kieran called Mark this
5 Jem has a lot of experience being one of these
6 Emma saw these in the ocean
10 There is no ____ in the Hunt
11 ‘This ____ is looking at me with judgement’
14 Tavvy was sitting in a bag of this in the kitchen
15 Jace tells Clary that sailors use to navigate by this constellation
16 To free Kit, Johnny gives this person’s address to Emma
17 Emma put on rune when under water
19 Cristina’s dance partner was half _____
20 Magnus would have turned Jace into this
22 First the ﬂame, and then the ﬂood. In the end it’s _____ blood
23 The last hunt was interrupted by Nephilim and the value of this was
endangered
24 This person ﬁnds Mark at the Lottery
25 Faeries place low value on this
28 Ty got into Johnny Rook’s house with this rune
31 Sometimes Catarina teaches _____ studies at the academy
32 Johnny Rook has a ______ circle in his living room
34 Kieran had given this to Mark
37 Cristina and Mark argue if this is a word
38 Mark oﬀered Julian this, which Mark had made for Ty
39 The rock wall at the convergence smells like this
40 Mark’s apron was white with red ______ on it
43 ‘That is not love, that is ___’ , Cristina to Mark
45 The ‘lucky’ winner of the Lottery was _____ 304

